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Introduction 

The Municipal Mercado is a local market in 
Almada. This market sell fruits and vegetables 
- like every super/market. What makes this 
market authentic is it’s the relations between 
the people, experience of the sounds and 
visuals or the personalised feel and loyalty that 
consumers feel towards the favourite stalls.

Chapter 1 focuses on the market identity, 
location and produce.

Chapter 1 - Introduction to market
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:: Chapter 2

Vendor 
Interviews

Vendors make the market authentic. They create  
a personalized feel and bring customers to 
their stalls. My experience with the individuals 
I interacted with was very positive. This aspect 
played a big role in motivating me to use this 
space for my project.  The aim is to ensure that the 
market is developed and evolved in all aspects 
to avoid gentrification and unemployment. 
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Since when have you been working here?
1 year 

What are your working hours?
8am to 14h

Where do you source your produce from?
The Market (Mercado Abastecedor)

How does the government assist you professionally?
They just built this market

Why did you choose to work here?
I am helping my family. Eventually, I want to work with children and 
study psychology. 

What is your favourite part about working here?
I like to work with my family and the people that work around are very 
kind and helpful. 

What is your least favourite part about working here?
I don’t have but sometimes it’s difficult to work in the cold

Describe the market in three words: 
1. Cozy
2.Happy
3. Friendly

Which colour would you assign the market?
Orange because it is happy

Leticia

Age: 18 

student

Since when have you been working here?
35 years 

What are your working hours?
6am to 14h

Where do you source your produce from?
they go to the fishmaker in costa da caprica/ sesimbra/ 
fonte da telha

How does the government assist you professionally?
they dont help nothing!!

Why did you choose to work here?
Because I married a fish seller

What is your favourite part about working here?
Meet with people/ talk with many people

What is your least favourite part about working here?
It’s very work/ it’s heavy work

Describe the market in three words 
1. Heavy
2.Joyful
3. Social

Which colour would you assign the market?
Orange

Fatima 

Age: 55 

Fish Seller

Chapter 2 - Vendor Interviews
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(Translated from Portugese)
Since when have you been working here?
30

What are your working hours?
7h to 13h

Where do you source your produce from?
Costa De Caprica/ Fonte Da Telha/ Trafaria

How does the government assist you professionally?
Naj Ajuda

Why did you choose to work here?
Family tradition / Grandparents / Parents,Because I like the public 
service of fish and everything that surrounds the sea)

What is your favourite part about working here?
Contact with the public and the fish

What is your least favourite part about working here?
The physical conditions of the market and the cold in winter

Describe the market in three words 
1. Traditions
2. Quality
3. Customized

Which colour would you assign the market?
Blue

Armando 

Age: 41

Comerciante

Since when have you been working here?
Since I was 16. I used to help my parents after school. 

What are your working hours?
All weekend in the morning

Where do you source your produce from?
We prefer to buy our products from national farmers

How does the government assist you professionally?
They just built this building and they give us a place to work here but 
we need to pay for it

Why did you choose to work here?
To help my parents

What is your favourite part about working here?
Attending people and interact with different people from different 
cultures  

What is your least favourite part about working here?
This building is not adapted to different weather, like in winter it is ex-
tremely cold

Describe the market in three words 
1. Cozy
2.Friendly
3. Family

Which colour would you assign the market?
Green

Telma

Age: 21

student

Chapter 2 - Vendor Interviews
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COVID - 19 
and how does 

it effect 
essential 
services?

:: Chapter 3



Being ‘cut out’ from Almada, I often wondered 
what the traditional vendors were doing to 
adapt themselves to the situation. Specially 
since there are so multiple natural elements, 
surfaces and people in close contact with each 
other. 

I studied my environment in India and did a 
case study of local vendors. What is happening 
around me? How can this be designed to fit into 
Almada?
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:: Daily

wage

workers

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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:: Essential 
items

Vegetables 
Fru i ts 
Dairy  Products 
Bread and Grains

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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Halt of 
transportation

Stranded truck drivers on high ways

Money not reaching farmers/ 
distributors. Unused produce being 
thrown away

Lack of transport and income leads 
to lack of rent (migrant 
workers leave the city and walk 30 
kms in hunger)

Work from home is not 
possible for blue collar jobs

No/minimum access to 
technology

Inflated price of vegetables/ stale 
subsidized food

Daily wage/temporary 
workers do not receive paid leave

Hoarding/rationing of food

Inequitable 
distr ibution of 
labor and food

Families live in suffocating small 
room(s) in slums (increased 
alcoholism and domestic violence)

Violent police measures in low 
income areas to impose physical 
distancing

Biased news channels 
promoting narratives of hate against 
minority religions (accusing them of 
spreading COVID - 19) 

Low income 
leading to starvation 

and more poverty

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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Home Delievery

Contactless Payment

Governmental Schemes/funding

Alternate revenues of income

Loyal customers supporting their 
local community (donating, charities, 
volunteering, investing)

Benefits of strong social cohesion 

:: Vendors

in

municipal

mercado
speculation

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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Change in:

:: skills

:: systems

:: services

:: spaces

:: social interactions

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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The market caters to a 
more mature audience 
(over 65 years old)

::  Problem

Senior citizens are 
more susceptible to 
corona virus (who are 
reccomended not to 
leave their houses)

So, while we might have the food supply available, will we have the workers to get 
it to us? 

Supply chains are optimized for efficiency and low-cost production, not necessarily 
for flexibility and resiliency.    

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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:: Recession

x municipal

mercado

source: http://jaysonlusk.com/blog/2020/3/16/impacts-of-coronavirus-on-food-markets

This recession maybe beneficial to the market as they might 
attract a new audience. People tend to eat out less and 
buy cheaper/local fruits and vegetables when in financial 
distress. 26



Mid - day meal for 
students in government 

schools (India)

Mumbai Dabbawala tiffin 
delievery system (locally run 
with minimum technology)

http://mdm.nic.in/mdm_website/

https://mumbaidabbawala.in/

01

02

Local references and 
how they can be 
adapted to the 

Municipal Mercado 
Almada

Municipal Mercado to 
collaborate with non 

profits/ govt. schemes in low 
income areas and provide meal 

plans/ subscription 
services

Designing a subscription 
package for senior 
citizens where they 
recieve fresh local 

produce every week/ 
3 days with recipies

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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Standard literacy, 
Low-budget, 

Decentralized workforce 

Zero reliance on technology 
A one in six million error rate, 

 Power, intelligence Potential, right system 

Tailor made to fit within the boundaries of the city and its 
customers, Sustainable, affordable, almost impossible to 

replicate. 

They use the Suburban Railway for their 
operations, Charge an average of 500 rupees a month 

Have enough autonomy to negotiate prices and build 
long lasting relations with their customers.

:: Mumbai

dabbawalas
Extremely local (an object of fascination) yet untouched by 
gentrification while being modern and relevant. (house to 

house tiffin delievery service)

source: https://mumbaidabbawala.in/image-gallery/#gallery-5
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Decentralized

low budget

local

system design

functional

https://www.forbes.com/sites/daphneewingchow/2020/03/31/five-ways-that-coronavirus-will-change-the-way-we-eat/#7a17de961a2b

Can the space be transformed 
into the headquarters for all the 
independent municipal 
mercados in Almada? 

Chapter 3 - COVID - 19
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:: Chapter 4

:: Expansion
It is time to start re branding, seeing what are the ways 

the Municipal Mercado can thrive, create additional ser-
vices, understand the space and 

Optimize the skills of the vendors
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:: Wire frame 
for app :: draft 01

Focuses on - 

Unified delievery system
Cloud kitchen (gig economy)
Focus on biodiversity
Interactive stations at the market
Deeper insight into supply chain

Chapter 4 - Expansion
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c h e c k  i n

Term & Conditions Privacy Policy

upload image here 
of self

Name:

Surname: 

DOB: (mm//dd//yyyy)

Residence:

Contact Number:

Email address:

LET US KNOW YOU’RE NOT A ROBOT:

SECURED CONTACTLESS PAYMENT METHOD

VISA

MAESTRO

IDEAL

NET BANKING

CASH ON DELIVERY 

(MINIMUM ORDER REQUIRED)

REGISTER WITH US 

Igit fic tem inatum vidium patat Catura? Et vis et ocae vidinc res! Romnit. Apere demus. Robus? quitrac faccit, 
mod dem consupero ut L. Seropot issolut gracidees in stemume publiam vissim die enatuidem ta vis, cria revis 
vidiend iontes medio C. Aci tandacepotam publinu escerce tum ine que condet Catem horunum tursulis supiciam. 

Sciendacciae caverum se turidit; Catract elarem publica quostio, nondees hebusce rficauc oenique coltu-

collected on time

c o l l e c t i o n   s y s t e m
back end (for the delievery person)

TO BE DELIEVERD DELIEVERED CUSTOMER DETAILS MY PROFILE

Order number : #123456

collect tupperware

Collection: 13/05/20 12:20PM

Order number : #123456

collect tupperware 

collection: 13/05/20 12:20PM

Order number : #123456

collect tupperware

Collection: 13/05/20 12:20PM

Order number : #123456

collect tupperware

collection: 13/05/20 12:20PM

John Doe
123, Brooklyn Street,
 New York, New York
+123 1234567890

John Doe
123, Brooklyn Street,
 New York, New York
+123 1234567890

John Doe
123, Brooklyn Street,
 New York, New York
+123 1234567890

John Doe
123, Brooklyn Street,
 New York, New York
+123 1234567890

Number of boxes: 1

Number of boxes: 1

Number of boxes: 3

Number of boxes: 4

collected on time

collected on time

Collected on time

01

03

02

04

d e l i e v e r y   s y s t e m
(visible to customer and employee)

insert video of behind the scenes 
delivery video

hobby

favourite movie favourite cuisine

Hi! I am Jane Doe. I am looking 
foward to delievering food to 

you. When I am not doing that, I 
play the piano, hit the gym and 

run my kombucha business.

go to holiday destination

TO BE DELIEVERD DELIEVERED CUSTOMER DETAILS MY PROFILE

m y   p r o f i l e

Term & Conditions Privacy Policy

upload image 
here of self

upload image 
(movie)

upload 
image (hobby)

upload image 
(cusine)

upload 
image(holiday)

Name:

Surname: 

DOB: (mm//dd//yyyy)

Residence:

Contact Number:

Email address:

500 word introduction:

Favourite movie:

Favourite cusine:

Favourite hobby:

Go to Holiday destination:

TO BE DELIEVERD DELIEVERED CUSTOMER DETAILS MY PROFILE

delievery person

Chapter 4 - Expansion
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:: Digital 
immersive 
experience :: 
draft 02

Chapter 4 - Expansion

Immersive experience of the market to 
Showcase authenticity, create 
relations and provide exposure to a global 
audience: digital 37



EXPERIENCE AND SYSTEM DESIGN

RECOGNITION. RELATIONSHIPS. EXPERIENCES. The 
municipal Mercado is more than the produce. 

It is its vendors. 
The locations that sell. 
The supply chain. 
It is viewing the craftsmanship behind scaling the fish.
It is the water on the floor. 
It is smell from the fish. 
It is watching someone wash their cheese and remove the 
mold from it.
It is asking the daughter of the vendor for seasonal rec-
ommendations. But also asking what is she studying?
It is entering through one of the four entrances and look-
ing for familiar faces
It is being part of a community.
It is getting a custom experience with human interaction. 
It is wondering if it is possible to negotiate.
It is being able to feel a different energy depending on 
what time of the day and if there was a good sale. 
It is having a favorite stall because of the relationship with 
the vendor. Even if the produce is the same quality every-
where. 
It is the unique customizations and colours of each shop.
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:: Chapter 5

:: Space 
Rehabilitation
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A push and pull between complex relations between the old 
and new. Rehabilitation and new construction. Implemen-
tation of a new roof has an impact beyond architecture. It is 
a metaphor for a new spirit, a new vision and new audience 
for the Municipal Mercado. Blended, complementary and 
overlapping with the original structure. It is logical to use 
terms like hybrid, contemporary, functional. – these terms 
offer a spectacle of possibilities. A game of variation.
 
The essence of this project is based on the re-design of 
a new cover. Taking down ‘to fix’ will not be the solution. 
The dichotomy of black and white must be overcome. This 
project offers a critique on the historical market that insists 
to dwell on a specific moment in time. To not have moved 
away from drawing conclusions beyond the basic. That de-
fines minimum human living conditions. 
 
Why? The existing approach is not capable of managing 
the complexity of current and future times. A desire for im-
mediate effectiveness over simplifies a multi – dimensional 
space. There is a need for a regulation that caters to more 
than just street width and building height.
 
USE AND RE-USE.
THINK AND RE-THINK.
REDO. REPEAT.
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